Pre-Fab Sentences*

In current/recent discussions of/debates on ________, an important/controversial issue/problem has been (optional addressed/noted) whether ________________.

However/On the other hand, others/some claim/argue that ________________. My position/My own view/My argument is that _________________.

In many cases, researchers/sociologists/scientists state/claim that _________________.

Jones is incorrect/mistaken when he/she says that ________________. He/she overlooks/misunderstands/misinterprets _________________.

By looking only at ________________, the author overlooks/does not account for a more serious/difficult/complex problem/issue/question of _________________.

The XXX theory of/proposal on/idea about is useful/practical/helpful because __________.

This point/idea/claim needs to be/should be emphasized/affirmed/stressed/made clear/underscored since so many people/researchers/writers believe/think/claim that _________________.

*Adapted from "Modern Construction Techniques Applied to Student Writing" from elihinkel.com